
NEWS--Fire Chief Confirms Park Avenue Fire Station to Remain Open

Hot Springs Fire Chief Ed Davis has announced
that the Park Avenue Fire Station--which
provides fire protection services to the
Whittington Valley and Park Avenue areas--will
remain open for “quite some time to come.” 
Peggy Maruthur, Hot Springs City Director for
the Park Avenue and Whittington Valley
communities, had previously warned that the fire
station might be targeted for closure once a
city-wide reassessment of fire protection
services was completed.  However Chief Davis
has recently confirmed that the Park Avenue
station is now deemed essential to maintaining
the city’s current fire prevention rating and
therefore the station will not be closing.

Chief Davis explained that an independent
agency, the Insurance Services Office (ISO),
routinely studies how fire departments can best
protect their service areas.  ISO looks at a wide
range of factors, including a department’s
existing equipment, staffing levels and the location of each fire station.  The goal is to have
personnel, trucks and stations placed so as to provide quick response times while covering the
largest possible area, all at a reasonable cost.  Fire departments that can document complete
coverage of their service area are scored higher than those that have large gaps in coverage or slow
response times.  ISO ranks each fire department on a 1-10 scale, with a “one” representing those
departments with the best possible coverage and a “ten” signifying departments with poor coverage
of their service area.

Obtaining a good ISO fire prevention rating is important for a variety of reasons.  Foremost, most
insurance companies use the rating to set their premiums; cities with a better rating have lower
insurance costs.  Currently ISO rates the Hot Springs Fire Department as a “two” on this 1-10 scale. 
“Less than one percent of all fire departments nationwide are rated a 2 or better,” Chief Davis
explained.

Chief Davis added that ISO has recently changed how they rate fire protection coverage.  Previously
ISO counted the number of hydrants within a given area to determine whether a fire station was
needed—the assumption being that locales with more hydrants had more buildings at risk and
therefore would have a greater need for fire stations.  However ISO has abandoned the “counting of
hydrants” standard.  Instead ISO now calculates the “road miles” in a given area—the assumption
being that a small area densely packed with many roads will have numerous structures but maybe
not so many hydrants (because all the streets and buildings are closer together).  Using the “road
miles” method, given the number of streets around Park Avenue and the Whittington Valley, ISO has
concluded that the Park Avenue Fire Station cannot be closed without adversely impacting the city’s
fire rating.  

Chief Davis said that the goal of the Hot Springs Fire Department is to “Protect lives and reduce the
economic threat posed by fire.”  He added that the new ISO rating system means the Park Station
will remain open for “...quite some time and avoids a potentially divisive political civil war over the
closing of a fire station.”  Bottom line, the Park Avenue Station will remain open for the foreseeable
future and our neighborhood will continue to have excellent fire prevention service.
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In an interview on April 16, 2012, Hot Springs Fire Chief Ed
Davis stated that the Park Avenue Fire Station, which

serves both the Whittington Valley and the Park Avenue
areas, will remain open for "quite some time to come." 


